AND-parallel execution of logic programs turns out to be an intricate matter whenever clause literals are linked by shared variables. Shared variable dependencies call for special precautions to prevent processes from computing inconsistent bindings while working on clause literats simultaneously. Therefore, most systems restrict AND-parallelism to its producer/consumer style by allowing only independent literals to run in parallel. These Iiterals then act as producers of variable bindings which will be consumed by dependent llterals in subsequent steps. However, to implement produecr/cortsumer parallelism efficiently, appropriate methods must be available for detecting dependencies caused by shared variables. Concerning such dependencies this paper presents a methodology which may serve as a basis for efficient dependency checking by performing compile and run-time analysis of program clauses.
Introduction
The development of parallel execution strategies is turning out to be one of the most promising ways of not only improving run-time behaviour of logic programs, but also allowing a greater degree of declarative programming. Obviously, freeing a programmer from the von Neumann style of programming requires a system which is capable of executing programs without relying on any external support. A parallel system, therefore, must be able to detect and execute parallelism automatically including, for instance, determination of shared variable dependencies and selection of producer literals (Conery, 1983 ). This of course should not prevent a programmer from using a limited amount of syntactical tools--like annotating variables--to tune his program for reasons of efficiency.
The attractiveness of parallelism has manifested itself in a great number of models and systems which have been worked out and published. This in return has been going hand in hand with an investigation of various execution strategies ranging over co-routining, pipelining, dataflow and process based evaluation methods (Clark & Gregory, 1984; Tick & Warren, 1984; Halim, •986; Conery, 1987) . Especially using processes for realizing parallelism is characteristic of many models proposed so far. Within these models program execution is typically settled on a set of processes communicating via messages while running on a multiprocessor architecture.
Altogether, process based as well as other parallel systems have to deal with two basic kinds of parallelism. AND-parallelism on one side results from solving clause literals simultaneously, while OR-parallelism is achieved by executing all the matching clauses of a literal in parallel. In a process system the first type of parallelism is controlled by return start AND-processes for all clauses matching the literal at hand. Whereas the task of an OR-process is known to be relatively easy, AND-processes have to deal with considerably more problems, which mainly stem from shared variable dependencies among clause body literals. If descendant OR-processes work on dependent literals simultaneously, they are likely to compute inconsistent variable bindings. To get a better idea of inconsistencies let us observe some fictitious system when executing the first clause of the example program shown in Figure 1 . At the very beginning of clause execution our system initiates an AND-process ~ to compute solutions for p(x, y) *-q(x), r(x, y) . For the sake of simplicity we assume head variables x and y to have no values at this time. The AND-process subsequently creates descendant OR-processes ~qC.~) and ~r<.,,yl to work on q(x) and r(x, y) in parallel. On the basis of our example program process ~q<xl computes the answer or-= {x/f(u)}, i.e. "x bound to term f(u)", while ff~r~x.y~ finds y~={x/b,y/c} and ya = {x/f(a),y/c}. All answers are sent to the AND-process via messages. Now, having received these partial solutions from its OR.sons the AND-process must join them together to produce a complete solution for both, q(x) and r (x, y) . By doing so it finds tr consistent with Y2 but inconsistent with y~ ; inconsistency of o" and yt is due to non-unifiability of bindings for variable x. After all, Yl does not contribute to a complete solution and thus was computed without yielding any profit. Only joining cr and 3'2 gives a useful solution which is {x/f(a), y/c}.
In general, joining partial solutions is a time-consuming task whenever answer sets of OR-processes are very large. The effort required could be justified on principle if most of the answers were consistent with each other. Yet, in practice many answers show no profit in the sense mentioned above. Computation of such answers, however, can go along with numerous redundant resolution steps and, moreover, creation of many superfluous processes. Especially spawning processes promiscuously may affect program execution seriously on account of limited processor resources. Based on this observation most parallel systems realize AND-parallelism in a producer/consumer style by restricting it to literals which have no variables in common and thus are independent from each other. No inconsistencies will arise among solutions computed in parallel since a shared variable is allowed for only one producing OR-process at a time. Of course, in order to realize this type of parallelism AND-processes have to check dependencies before creating OR-processes to solve body literals in parallel. Although dependency checking has to be performed very often during clause execution--especially when literal ordering is done dynamically (Conery, 1987) --most systems tackle the checking problem in a superficial manner only. In this regard a general framework for effective dependency checking will be presented here. Based on a compile and run-time analysis of programs it may be used to derive efficient methods and algorithms for determining dependencies in a parallel execution environment.
The next section introduces some notational conventions used throughout this paper. Upon that literal dependencies will be studied from a run-time as well as compile-time point of view. In particular, ways and means are shown for extracting information about
dependencies on a pure syntactical level, which will serve as a guide for efficient dependency checking at run time. In section 4 dependency graphs are introduced allowing not only an adequate representation of syntactical dependencies, but also an effective computation of independent literals at execution time. In this connection dependency checking will be shown in the form of graph reduction. The succeeding sections then present the concepts of binding patterns and test collections, which are used to characterize the minimal amount of binding tests required for reducing a graph eompletely. Dependency graphs, binding patterns and test collections will be essential parts of our dependency checking methodology. Finally, an example algorithm for reduction of dependency graphs will be developed.
Notation
For the rest of the paper the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic terminology of logic programming as introduced by Lloyd (1984) . Some supplementary notation used subsequently is given below.
The set of variables is denoted by V, the elements of which will typically be named by letters x, y, z, u and v. Letters a, b, e and d denote constants, andf g, h function symbols.
An expression can be a term, literal, or list of both. If e represents an expression, Var(e) is the set of all variables occurring in e. Substitutions are named by Greek letters like 0, tr and y; a substitution O={xl/h,...,x,/t,}, n>-O, binds variable 
Shared Variable Dependencies
One way to support detection of shared variable dependencies is to analyse literals already syntactically for extracting some kind of information, which finally contributes to a fast determination of dependencies in an actual binding environment. Analysing literals on a pure syntactical level suggests a distinction of dependencies, namely syntactical dependency on one side and run-time dependency on the other. DEFINITION 3.1. Two literals L1 and L2 are called run-time dependent wrt a substitution 0 if L~ and L2 are connected by 0. We write L~ r d0 L2 for short.
Whereas the run-time type of dependency is closely associated with an actual environment, its syntactical counterpart will solely be founded on properties which are not related to any special bindings. As will become clear, these properties are based on a classification of clause variables giving them either a global or local character. Classification itself always happens in connection with literal configurations. Oo(q(x,y) )=q (f(u),y) . Let ~qu,,y) find the answer y= {u/a,y/g(v)}. Having received that substitution our AND-process produces a new environment 0~ = y o 0o = {x/f (a), y/g(v)}. As 01 binds variable x to a ground term, all body literals of qg~ are not run-time dependent wrt 0~ and thus can be solved in parallel. Our next configuration therefore is c~2 = [{r(x), s(x)}l~ ] having 0~ as its actual environment; configuration c¢2, which from the point of ~ plays the role of a consumer, is also called a final configuration since there are no body literals left for execution. Like before, OR-processes ~.~ and ~,~) start to compute answers for 01(r(x))= r(f(a)) and Ol(S(X)) = s(f(a)), respectively. Produced substitutions of ~?2 finally result in solutions for our initial program clause.
The example above has shown producer/consumer parallelism to be a matter of creating and executing literal configurations. Thereby, OR-processes compute answers for every head literal of the configuration at hand. Then these answers are used to produce new environments, within which body literals will be checked for dependency. After dependency checking independent literals are selected to obtain the head of the succeeding configuration. Altogether, applying this procedure repeatedly results in a configuration sequence ~o,..., cgn where qgo is the start and '¢,, is the final configuration. Each configuration c¢. produces substitutions being consumed by its successor cg,+l, 1-< i < n.
Produced substitutions of c¢, finally represent complete solutions for the clause at hand. A produced substitution of some configuration c¢ always is a consumed one from the point of its successor, which itself views it as a calling environment. Given such an environment, a consumer immediately tries to compute produced substitutions of its own. In this regard, should a configuration fail to produce any substitution, backtracking is initiated to its predecessor for getting a new calling environment (Schend, 1989) . Each time backtracking occurs the producing configuration takes a new element from its set of produced substitutions, and upon that, checks body literals again for dependency. Checking eventually results in different dependencies and thus in creating a new successor configuration. Besides, backtracking is also initiated after all possible solutions have been produced within the actual environment. With backtracking mechanism in mind we now turn back to the syntactical type of dependency by defining global and local variables of configuration bodies. Variables of II being not global are called local oariables.
The intention behind defining a variable global is to point out that its present value may be changed by a produced substitution. In this connection part (ii) of Definition 3.4 takes into account that body variables may have been aIiased with head variables in a previous execution step (DeGroot, 1984) . By way of example, looking at configuration Observe, if =[rtna is a start configuration, i.e. F corresponds to the head and II to the body of some program clause, all variables of 1"I not occurring in F are local to II. Produced substitutions of start configurations--they are the substitutions a clause is called with--never bind such variables (see Lloyd, 1984) .
Looking back to Definition 3.1 (run-time dependency) we find that checking the dependency of two literals L, and L2 within a produced environment 0 practically means searching the instances O(L1) and 0(L2) for common variables. As these instances may show very complex term structures (DeGroot, 1984) , the expense of time required for term traversing cannot be ignored, all the more since checking has to be done repeatedly during execution of literal configurations. Performing dependency tests repeatedly suggests a kind of syntactical analysis in order to gain some dependency information not related to any special substitution.
Intuitively, body literals should be viewed syntactically dependent if they can become run-time dependent by some produced substitution. Analysing clause literals on a syntactical level, of course, does not enable us to foresee run-time dependency in general. However, what we will obtain thereby is some knowledge about dependencies, which may serve as a guide for efficient dependency checking each time a new substitution has been produced. The kind of information available on a syntactical level will now be characterized by inspecting some sample literal configurations. They all are assumed to consume 0 = ~ as their actual calling environment. It should be understood that the information available about dependencies on a syntactical level comes from global and local variables. So it is these variables which constitute our dependency information as defined below. In the following all literals, unless stated otherwise, are assumed to be body literals of some literal configuration, Consequently, their global and local variables are implicitly defined. Table 1 .
Dependency information of clause literals does not only supply knowledge about syntactical dependencies, but can also be interpreted as an algorithm for performing dependency checking at run time. By way of example, information Av(L~,L2)= ({v}, {(x, y)}) with V = {v, x, y} can be transformed into the following Prolog-like program (0 represents a produced substitution).
Algorithms extracted from dependency information obviously are non-deterministic. The information above, for instance, does not tell us what rule to apply first, i.e. should we first check whether variable v is non-ground or values of x and y are connected? As wilt become clear, choosing the appropriate order is of great significance for achieving efficient dependency checking. But first of all it has to be shown how dependency information can be used to determine dependencies among body literals. Some examples of reduced dependency information can be found in Table 2 ; the substitu-
There is a strong relationship between run-time dependency of literals and their reduced dependency information. ground tests are less expensive than their connection counterparts. Testing a variable for groundness means searching through a single term structure only. Performing connection tests, however, possibly requires traversing two terms and eventually computing intersection of variable sets. Fortunately, running connection tests explicitly often turns out to be unnecessary in practice. If, for instance, a variable x is already known to be ground by some previous test, it cannot be connected to another variable. Any connection test involving x would be redundant therefore. Due to this observation every algorithm for dependency checking should try to solve its task by performing ground tests only and • ",voiding expensive connection tests whenever possible.
Before developing such an algorithm, we need some mechanism to represent dependency information about an arbitrary number of clause literals. Remember that the concept of dependency information restricts our attention to pairs of Iiterals. Measures to remedy this situation will be introduced in the next section.
Dependency Graphs
Information about syntactical dependencies can naturally be reflected by a special kind of graph, the nodes of which correspond to body literals of the configuration at hand, with edges being labelled by their corresponding dependency information. Since these graphs represent dependencies of clause literals, they are called dependency graphs from now on. With respect to a formal definition, special terminology has to be introduced first. DEFINITION 4.1.
(a) An (undirected) graph ~3=(~, *) consists of a finite set of vertices ~= W(~) and a set of edges ~ = ~(~3). An edge is an unordered pair (set) of distinct vertices ~' 1 and ~,2, denoted by [v,, v~] . We write ~ = @o if W = ~ = ~.
(b) (# is a subgraph of a graph ~3' if W(~3)~ W(~3') and ~(~g)~ ~('g').
All prerequisites for representing syntactical dependencies have now been introduced. Again, for all literal sets below we assume local and global variables to be implicitly defined. Global and local variables of ~g correspond to those of Fl. The label of an unstable edge e e ~(cg) will be denoted by on(e).
As strongly dependent literals remain dependent--whatever a produced substitution looks likemthere is no need for checking dependency at run time. No dependency information will therefore be required, and hence the stable edges do not receive a label in a dependency graph. In case of unstable edges, however, we cannot foresee whether literals will stay dependent at run time because dependency solely rests with the actual bindings. This uncertainty is reflected by drawing unstable edges as dashed lines in a graphical representation of dependency graphs. Figure 2 shows with V----Var(po) and II = {p,,..., p,,}. As we do not know which head variables will be bound to non-ground terms at run time, we simply take all variables of Po as global ones.
Determination of run-time dependencies within a configuration [F lDGv(rt) ] is done by a kind of graph reduction, in the course of which dependency tests are performed for literals connected by unstable edges. If their dependency information should turn out to be empty after reduction, the edge is removed to signal independence. Deleting unstable edges finally leads to a reduced dependency graph defined as follows.
P(x,z)
/ Based on reduced dependency graphs determination of independent literals becomes a rather simple task: literals are independent lit they are not connected by edges. The reduced graph of Figure 3 , for instance, tells us that s(x) is independent from both q(z, y) and r(y). Further, selecting a set of producer literals--as done in Conery's literal ordering step (Conery, 1987) --may be founded on reduced dependency graphs. Just view literal ordering as a kind of graph searching possibly involving heuristics to find an "optimal" set of independent literals (Schend, 1987) . Apart from this, identifying literal ordering with graph searching will allow us to incorporate some well known graph search techniques (Horowitz & Sahni, 1978; Nilsson, 1971) into an implementation of producer/consumer parallelism.
All in all, the concept of reduced dependency graphs has established determination of literal dependencies as a matter of graph reduction. So, in order to investigate efficient algorithms for computing dependencies, we have to find suitable methods for reducing dependency graphs. To achieve this aim a formalism is introduced below to highlight the kind of binding information which is the only relevant one for computing reduced graphs.
Binding Patterns
When reducing dependency information and graphs, respectively, we generally do not have to consider term structures of variable values in detail. Obviously, there is no need to know, for instance, which function or variable symbol occurs in which place within a variable binding. The only relevant information required is whether some variable is ground or two variables are connected by a produced substitution. For representing this type of information the concept of binding patterns is introduced below. Binding patterns do not include any information about local variables of configuration bodies. Such information would be redundant because we always know local variables to be non-ground in a produced environment. With this in mind binding patterns can now be t~sed for reducing dependency information and graphs. In definition of set Dr condition "(x, 1)~ ~(B)" causes local variables to be correctly treated as non-ground. As a consequence every local variable in D will appear in D r after reduction. Next we extend reduction by binding patterns to dependency graphs. Figure S , Induced binding patterns.
BP(V' 82) : ~ @
For any dependency graph DGv(II) and produced substitution 0 one can easily prove
DGv.o(II) = DGv.nm v.o)(1-l).
The question now is how can binding patterns be incorporated into dependency checking. An ad hoc answer could be to take a produced substitution, compute the pattern induced on the global variables and then reduce the graph with that pattern. But, as shown below, computing complete binding patterns nearly always leads to information not actually required for reduction. Since this would be in contradiction to our aim of efficient dependency checking, we have to search for a better use of the pattern concept. To convey an idea of how to achieve this aim let us look at an example reduction. Figure  6 shows the dependency graph ~d at hand with global variable set V = {x, y} and substitu-
In the course of graph reduction, ground and connection tests will be performed according to the edge labels of graph ~3. Ground tests are done for variables in Dcomponents and connection tests for variable pairs in the /-components. Suppose we start reduction with edge e~, the label 0Z, {(x, y)}) of which asks us to perform a connection test for x and y. Because Var(0(x))c~Var(0(y))=~, both variables turn out not to be connected. Thus e~ is removed from ~. In the next reduction step we inspect edge e~ having the same label as e~. Again a connection test is executed which, of course, leads to the same result as before. Consequently e~ is also deleted. Finally, dependency checking is done for e3 with label ({x}, ~). This dependency information requests a ground test for variable x, which itself is bound to the variable free term f(b). Therefore e~ is also removed from ~d, so that reduction results in a graph with three nodes p(x), q(y) and r(x) but no edges. All literals finally show mutual independence.
An obvious disadvaltage of our reduction method lies in performing ground and connection tests repeatedly for the same variables. This is due to the fact that edge labels of dependency graphs usually show a great degree of conformity which, however, was not taken into account during reduction. But even if we could do graph reduction without multiple tests, redundancy may still be met. As an example, for reducing our graph q3 of Figure 6 it would have been sufficient to perform a ground test for variable x. From the corresponding result--"x is ground"--we would have been able to infer that x and y are not connected. Every connection test involving variable x was superfluous therefore. All in all, the minimum binding information required for reducing cg is that x is ground.
Furthermore, computing the complete pattern BP ({x,y}, {x/f(b) ,y/g(u)}) before reduction apparently goes along with useless work, as we do not need any information about y. Concerning superfluous binding tests, we now give a formal characterization of redundancy, and additionally a specification of the minimal binding information required for reducing dependency graphs.
Test Collections
A major improvement of our naive reduction method would be to remember test results for multiple use. As a consequence no variable in the D-components nor any variable pair from the/-components had to be tested more than once. For storing results of ground and connection tests, collections of binding patterns will be introduced next. As to give a formal definition of these collections, we first observe that all pieces of binding information gathered during graph reduction are consistent with each other. Consistency of binding patterns guarantees that no contradictory information can be found in them. For instance, if one pattern characterizes a variable to be ground, the other will not express non-groundness (condition (i)). Further, if two variables are connected in one pattern they must also be connected in the other one (condition (ii)), provided it contains information about the variables under consideration. Among the patterns shown in Figure 7 , B1 and B2 as well as B1 and B3 are consistent, whereas B2 and B3 are not. B1 and B4 are also inconsistent because information about x is contradictory. In the following, each time a dependency graph ~ and a test collection ~ appear together, ~ should be considered a test collection for ~d. Before incorporating test collections into reduction of dependency graphs some words should be said about how to interpret information contained in collections like ~rl and ~2 of Figure 8 .
Both test collections inform us that variables x, y and z are not ground. In addition, ~-~ expresses that y and z are connected, whereas 9-2 contains no such information. Finally, neither pattern tells us whether x is connected to y or z. All in all W1 offers more information than if2 and therefore may be viewed as an extension of collection ~-2. The definition above induces a partial ordering on test collections. Intuitively, ~-' should be regarded bigger than ff if Y' contains more information than 3--. In the following we often use the phrase "extending a test collection" without concerning any special extension. This should simply be understood as adding some piece of binding information resulting from ground and connection tests during graph reduction.
Extension of test collections plays a central role with respect to our aim of developing efficient methods for graph reduction. The basic idea will be to extend an initial test collection, step by step, until it offers sufficient binding information to reduce a graph completely. In this context two questions arise. First, when is a test collection sufficient for reduction, and second, what pieces of information are really necessary for this purpose ? To answer these questions we first make clear to what extent arbitrary test collections can be used for reducing dependency graphs. When incorporating test collections into graph reduction, we have to consider that their information content may be insufficient to reduce a graph completely, i.e. to decide for every edge whether it should be deleted or not. However, we can always use a collection to divide the edges into three classes. DEFINITION 6.6. Let ~g be a dependency graph DGv(II), [L, L'] e ~(cg), and W a test
] is unstable at W if it is neither stable nor deleted from W. The set of stable edges is denoted by SE (~, 3-) , whereas UE(~3, W) denotes the set of unstable edges.
An edge being stable from some collection W will not be deleted, independent of how much W is extended to when performing further binding tests. After having characterized reduction completeness, we now turn back to the problem of avoiding computation of redundant binding information. In this connection, test collections will be defined which are not only reduction complete, but also show a minimal degree of information. They finally allow the determination of ground and connection tests which are the only necessary ones for reducing dependency graphs completely. Among test collections listed there ~, if'2 and ~3 are minimal reduction complete for ~J but if4 is not. Furthermore, only ff-~ is minimal reduction complete in accordance with 0. Based on test collections which are minimal reduction complete, detection of redundancy goes straightforward. By way of example, collection ~rl of Figure 11 tells us that the information "z is ground" contained in ~4 is actually not required for reducing graph ~3. Consequently there is no need to perform a ground test for variable z.
Altogether, minimal reduction complete test collections have a declarative character only. They just tell us what makes a collection minimal but do not say anything about how to compute them when confronted with a produced substitution. So, one question immediately arises: Is it always possible to perform ground and connection tests in a way that computed pieces of binding information constitute a minimal reduction complete collection? The answer, unfortunately, is no as follows from the example reduction of graph ~3 in Figure 12 ; substitution used for reduction is 0 = {x/a, y/g(u)}.
Again, we use the fact that edge labels of a dependency graph represent algorithms for performing binding tests. In this regard label ({x, y}, 0) expresses p(x, y) and q (x, y) to be dependent iff variable x or y is non-ground. To cheek this we eventually have to perform a ground test for x and y. However, as mentioned before, the algorithm within a dependency information is non-deterministic; so we have to find by ourselves what to do first: a ground test for x or a ground test for y? According to the order chosen we get one of the test collections ff-~ and E-2 of Figure 12 . Obviously if-2 is minimal reduction complete in accordance with 0, while ~1 is not even complete. So, if we had decided to test variable x first, we additionally must perform a ground test for y, which finally leads to the test collection J'3 of Figure 12 . 3-.a is reduction complete but does not have the property of being minimal. Evidently, choosing the appropriate order of binding tests is essential for avoiding redundancy. The example above, however, already pointed out that non-determinism in dependency information prevents us from performing non-redundant tests only. Therefore, our aim of developing an efficient reduction algorithm cannot be to avoid redundancy completely. We can only aim at keeping test collections computed during graph reduction as small as possible. 
An Algorithm for Reducing Dependency Graphs
Dependency graphs and test collections have been introduced with a view to developing efficient algorithms for detecting literal dependencies. To convey an idea of how to put the theoretical framework of the preceding sections into practice, an example reduction algorithm will be presented below.
The algorithm itself is based on extension of test collections. Starting with the initial collection ~'o = 3-o, binding tests are performed guided by dependency information within the graph at hand. Results of these tests are stored in an actual test collection thereby extending it to a more informative one. By this procedure we successivety get a sequence 3-0, 3-t,..., 3-~, • • •, i-> 0, of test collections such that 3-, -< 3-j+~. The sequence stops as soon as the actual collection is known to be reduction complete. To check reduction completeness of a test collection the algorithm tries to classify edges as stable or deleted. If all edges can be characterized in this way, no unstable edges are left and the actual collection is reduction complete.
Classifying edges gives rise to the problem of checking stability of an edge efficiently. According to Definition 6.6, an edge [L, L'] of a graph DGv(II) is stable from 3-if Av, e~,(L, L')~Ao for all extensions 3-' of 3-. Testing this seems quite expensive but fortunately there are rather simple criterions for determining stability.
THEOREM 7.1. (Stability checking). Let ~ be a dependency graph DGv(H), 3-a test collection for ~. An edge e ~ ~g( ~) is stable from 9-iff one of the following conditions holds.
(1) e connects strongly dependent literals, i.e. has no label. With the stability checking method supplied by the theorem above we are now able to formulate our algorithm for reducing dependency graphs. For reasons of clarity it has been kept rather simple and thus should be viewed as a prototype, which needs to be elaborated and adapted to existing or future systems. Due to the relative high costs of connection tests, the algorithm tries to compute a reduction complete test collection solely by performing less expensive ground tests. Connection tests will be delayed until ground tests turn out to result in insufficient information for reducing the graph completely. Therefore our reduction algorithm runs through two distinct phases, in the first of which only D-components of edge labels are considered for guiding reduction. As a consequence only ground tests will be performed. Inspection of/-components and thus performance of connection tests is deferred until the second phase is encountered. The presentation of the algorithm starts with a description of the data, subprocedures and functions used for reduction. An example execution can be found in the Appendix. 
Reduction Algorithm

Local Data
Open: set of edges, the labels of which have still to be considered; ~r: actual test collection; ~: set of edges which were already classified as being stable from ft.
Procedures and Functions
Select(Open)
This function randomly selects an edge from Open to be classified next.
Gtest( ~ r, x, O)
This procedure checks whether test collection 5Y tells variable x to be ground or nonground. If no information is available, a ground test is performed for x wrt 0 storing its result in ~r
Ctest( ff, (x, y), O)
First of all this procedure determines whether x and y are connected or disconnected by 9-. Should be no appropriate information available, a connection test is performed and its result stored in ft. The input of procedure reduce_graph consists of a dependency graph ~ = DGv(II) and a produced substitution 0. In order to compute the reduced graph ~ = DGv, A(rI) it proceeds in two phases, which are implemented as while loops. First of all some initializing is done by assigning the set of stable edges to gr (line 3), and the set of unstable edges to Open (line 4). Thereupon phase 1 is entered selecting an edge from Open at a time (line 7), calling procedure Gtest for variables in the actual D-component and checking stability of the edge in line 11. Stable edges are added to g~ in line 12. Finally the actual edge is removed from Open, thus ensuring termination of the while loop. Phase 2 of our reduction procedure is similar to phase 1 except that /-components of edge labels are inspected. All in all, performing ground and connection tests repeatedly is completely avoided by using procedures Gtest and Ctest. Furthermore, loops of lines 9 and 23 are immediately left by an exit statement as soon as the actual edge is known to be stable. Therefore no more ground and connection tests will be done for elements in D or I not considered so far. Dividing graph reduction into two phases contributes to minimizing expensive connection tests because a reduction complete test collection might be computed solely by performing ground tests.
As said before, the algorithm above is merely a frame, which can be filled with more elaborated features. For instance, heuristics--like conformity of edge labelsmmay be used in function Select to allow a better ordering of binding tests resulting in less redundancy. Another improvement may be achieved by using static binding information for "prereducing" dependency graphs of start configurations at compile time. This information, for example, can be derived from mode declarations or variable annotations (Debray & Warren, 1986; Mellish, 1981; Schend, 1987) . Finally, a third possibility for improving efficiency of our reduction algorithm should be mentioned. It is based on the observation that the number of reduction complete test collections for a dependency graph DGv(H) is finite. Pre-run-time analysis of these collections may help to determine efficient ordering of binding tests prior to dependency checking.
Conclusion
For the sake of efficiency most parallel systems realize AND-parallelism in a restricted form only, i.e. literals of a clause body are not solved in parallel unless they are independent. Suitable methods for detecting shared variable dependencies are required, therefore, all the more since dependency checking has to be performed frequently during program execution. Concerning the checking task this paper presented a theoretical framework for analysing and representing such dependencies. One basic idea was to analyse clause literals on a syntactical level for getting a kind of dependency information, which will finally support efficient dependency checking at run time. Analysing literals prior to execution gave rise to syntactical dependencies, which in their turn were represented by dependency graphs. Nodes of such a graph correspond to literals under consideration with edges being labelled by their dependency information. This information can then be used as a guide for efficient dependency checking each time a new substitution is produced. Furthermore, based on dependency graphs determination of independent literals was shown to be a matter of graph reduction. Reduction itself was done by performing ground and connection tests according to the edge labels of the graph.
One major problem arising in connection with graph reduction is redundancy of ground and connection tests. Redundant tests lead to binding information not actually required for producing a reduced graph. In this regard binding patterns and test collections were introduced allowing not only a characterization of non-redundant binding information, but also construction of algorithms for dependency checking. A prototype of such an algorithm was finally presented, which tried to reduce dependency graphs by performing less expensive ground tests only.
The concept of dependency graphs has already been incorporated in a parallel execution system which runs on a transputer hardware (Penner & Klingler, 1988) . In addition, application of dependency graphs and test collections is not restricted to detection of shared variable dependencies. For example, literal ordering may be organized on the basis of reduced dependency graphs probably using some well-known graph search procedures and heuristics. Furthermore, generation of execution graph expressions (DeGroot, 1984) can be supported by using the framework presented in this paper. The same applies to a static data dependency analysis, as described by Chang (1985) , resulting in what he called data dependency graphs.
groundness of x. As no information about x is available in gr at that time, a ground test has to be performed. Its result is stored in gr, which now gets ~r = {®}.
Next, since the if-condition in line 11 evaluates to false, we directly jump to line 16 removing e 3 from Open. The remaining edges el and e2 show empty D-components. As a consequence, the for loop of line 9 is skipped, and removing both edges finally makes Open empty. The first reduction phase is finished now; no stable edges have been found so far.
Before starting the second phase, Open is set to ~(rg) _ ~r, which again is {el, e2, e~}. Whenever an edge with an empty /-component, like e3, is selected in line 21 it is immediately removed from Open in line 30. So, let us first look at el where [*n(et)]2 = {(x, y)}. Procedure Crest is invoked for checking connectedness of x and y. First, it reads the actual test collection ~r, which tells variable x to be ground. Consequently x and y cannot be connected. The for loop in line 23 is not executed, and el is removed from Open in line 30. This also happens to e2 since having the same Iabel as el. After finishing the second phase we still have ~g, =0. So, the reduced graph q3 r is set to (~r, O) in line 32, reflecting that all nodes (literals) are mutually independent.
